KING’S KNIGHT GROUP

Mitigating risk in an uncertain world

EVENT SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Creating a Seamless and Secure Environment
King’s Knight Group offers an exclusive service to discerning clients who require extra attention to detail. We provide pragmatic
integrated solutions to secure and determine a successful outcome for any prestige event.
We have designed and implemented event security strategies for world leaders, UHNW clients and high profile events of international
significance, including the Queen's Diamond Jubilee Commonwealth Economic Forum, Energy and Pharmaceutical Summits.
From the confidential initial stages, we partner with event organisers to coordinate multilayered event security operations, providing precise and essential detailed planning to
ensure the safest environment for our clients and their guests.
We structure an effective security control strategy with a client focussed approach,
addressing the overall event profile and its objectives, whilst measuring potential threats
posed by any visiting high-profile guests. We seamlessly integrate our bespoke security
services, blending high profile and discreet operatives, adhering to our client’s sensitive
and individual needs.
Events are a potential target for criminal activity, unwanted attention from paparazzi and protestor activists. Regardless of its nature,
size or location, each event presents a unique set of challenges. We ensure a secure
environment by developing an effective risk management plan as the foundation of an
events success. We identify and predict changes relating to event specific threats,
minimising any possible disruption to guests, hosts and property.
Our due diligence and research of planning an event takes direct account of risk profiles of
the primary venue and surrounding areas, political and religious circumstances, timescale
constraints and contingency plans. Our risk assessments identify specific security
requirements, and include successful implementation of perimeter security, search teams
and counter-surveillance, behavioural profiling and vulnerability awareness recognition,
emergency service liaison; evacuation procedures, access control to specific areas, and VIP
close protection support services.
Whether it is a government summit, exclusive private party on a superyacht, celebrity book signing, film premiere, or a performance
artist’s world tour, our global reach and experience gives us the ability to provide event security solutions for complex and high profile
events worldwide.

We provide bespoke protective security solutions to governments, corporate clients and individuals worldwide.
For further information in respect of our services, products or training, please contact us on:
E: info@kingsknightgroup.com
T: +44 (0) 1403 800 234
Your enquiry will be dealt with in total confidentiality.
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